A technique to avoid interruptions during programming uses color and information hiding to provide error reports on demand, rather than when you least want them.

Although the usefulness of color displays is well accepted in applications like hardware design, many people are not convinced that color serves any special purpose in a programming environment. However, we found in investigating practical applications of color, that it can be used quite effectively to notify the programmer of errors without forcing him to correct the error in the middle of a task.

Color for nonintrusive error notification is not a new concept. Some spell checkers display misspelled words in a distinct color, for example, without requiring the user to correct the error immediately. In programming, however, simply using color to display an error is not enough. The programmer must have some way of knowing how old the error is and more detailed information about it in the form of an error report.

To satisfy those requirements, we combined graduated color with elision—the temporary hiding of information—and applied it to the Cornell Synthesizer Generator. Our goal was only to demonstrate that color can be used in this way, not to produce a validation study. Although we have not tried to formally measure productivity, the resulting prototype seems pleasing and largely natural, and there should be at least some productivity increase because programmers are not interrupted in the middle of a task and error-navigation paths are not limited.

The amount of work was quite moderate, in large part because we enhanced a synthesizer generator that was written extensively with good facilities for error reporting and display control. Nonetheless, the techniques we use are straightforward and enhancements might be easier for a tool than for a tool generator.

The prototype is just over 1,000 lines of uncommented C code. Although it is suitable only for X Window System, Version 11 Release 3 editors, we tried to make design decisions that would facilitate inte-
Graduated color preserves the age of the error. Elision provides a complete error report when needed.

**Explanation.** To handle explanation, it might be tempting to create new visual objects, like windows. However, if you then used a color to distinguish an explanation or to link it with the actual error, you could run into color overload—the human eye can distinguish only about seven colors at a time. To avoid this, we handle error explanation through elision. Elision lets the user focus on the task at hand. An example is the outlining modes in some word-processing systems, which let the user focus on the structure of a document while temporarily disregarding the actual text.

Elision involves the reformating of an existing display object, usually with some sort of abbreviation to indicate that elision has taken place. Most certainly, elision is only useful from an error-reporting standpoint if there is some indication that an object is elided; hiding too much error information is equivalent to not reporting at all.

**CHANGES TO THE GENERATOR**

Given a description of a language's syntax and static semantics, the Cornell Synthesizer Generator produces a syntax-directed editor that supports interactive, incremental error checking. Release 3.0 lets you use the color facilities of several window systems for ornamental coloring.

The editors included with the generator report errors either immediately, usually as a comment, or not at all.

The generator provides a good base to implement graduated color. It has facilities for advanced visual displays, error handling, and simple elision, as well as fully functional editors for various languages. Because the mechanisms for error detection and reporting were already there, our only task was to separate them.

The changes we made were to the generator's Synthesizer Specification Language, described in the box on p. 33, and we did not have to change SSL to support color. We made the following changes:

- Expanded SSL style and style-file capabilities to let the generated editors use graduated (or plain distinctive) color and to allow different coloring schemes for different errors.
- Added the concept of time passage.
- Simplified elision.

**Expanding style.** We expanded style descriptions to define two attributes, foreground and background color.

```
foreground := *+[color][:""(color)
    ["/"(speed)];[^"(delay)]]
```

```
background := "#"[color][:""(color)
    ["/"(speed)];[^"(delay)]]
```

```
color :=
    description | *= | "#" | *=
```

```
speed :=
    delay :=
```

The simplest way to use these attributes is to specify only the first color. Text with that style is then colored as designated. For example, substituting "blue" for the first occurrence of [color] in the foreground line would make the letters of the text blue; substituting "yellow" for the first occurrence of [color] in the background line would make the background yellow. In X11R3 (X Window System, Version 11, Release 3), the description part is a color name that the system translates into the appropriate low-level color description.

A more complex use of foreground and background is to specify two colors separated by a colon. This means that an object's color should move from the
SYNTHESIZER SPECIFICATION LANGUAGE

The Cornell Synthesizer Generator uses the Synthesizer Specification Language to specify an editor for a particular language. All the examples here, for instance, are taken from the Pascal editor description that comes with the generator. Some are edited for clarity.

Program elements are described within SSL in terms of phyla, which can be thought of as prototype descriptions of the nodes in a language's syntax tree. Phyla are very closely related to productions in context-free grammars or Backus-Naur format descriptions. For example, a for statement phylum such as

```
forTo { identifer expr expr statement }
```

specifies that it is made up of an identifier, start and stop expressions, and a target statement. The identifier phylum specifies that it can be only an alphanumeric token; the expression phylum specifies that it can be a constant, an identifier, or a combination of two expressions with a binary operator between them. The actual program the user enters consists of instances of phyla, called productions.

A phylum's display format is described separately from its structure. Unparsing strings describe how the editor displays a production. A possible unparsing string for the for statement phylum is

```
ForTo { "for" @ := "%S" to "%S" @
        %H
        %S
        %S do "%n" @ @ %h"
```

When an instance of a for statement is to be displayed, the strings within double quotes are output (almost) verbatim. The @ signs are placeholders corresponding to the four components of a for statement in the phylum's definition. The unparsing string for the components is inserted at their respective placeholders when the for statement is displayed. The % escapes within double quotes are similar in intent to formatting commands used by the printf function in C. The %, %n, and %h escapes direct the editor to increment the tab level, insert a new line, and decrement the tab level, respectively. These and other escapes let you fine tune the display of productions. The pair of escapes of concern to us in our modification is "%S" and "%S.%"

Within an unparsing string, "%S.%" and "%S%" bracket text that will be displayed in a specific style. In this example, keyword parts of the for statement unparsing string are bracketed to be shown in a style called Keyword:

```
ForTo { ^ "%S\{Keyword:for\%S\}@ := "%S" %S | %S do "%n" @ @ %h"
```

SSL requires that the Keyword style be declared among a list of possible styles, but the attributes associated with Keyword are not specified. Instead, the user defines them at runtime in a style file:

```
fonts (timer24, helv18);
largest: timer24, *bold ;
Normal: timer24 ;
Keyword: *bold ;
Placeholder: italic ;
Error: *bold, italic ;
Comment: helv18;
```

All fonts are listed first in the fonts section of the style file. The exact interpretation of font names depends on the display system. Subsequent entries associate attributes with particular styles. Specifying a font name tells the system to use that font once the style is invoked via %S. If no font is listed, the editor's current font is not changed when the style is invoked. The *bold specification indicates the use of the bold form of the style's font; *italic indicates the italic form. The *attribute form indicates that an attribute (such as italic) should be turned off; @attribute toggles an attribute.

Adding time passage. How fast an object's color moves is specified by the speed part of the foreground and background colors. Speed is specified as an integer from 1 to
100 and describes what percentage of the destination color should be mixed in after each unit of time, or tick, passes. A tick corresponds to a keystroke.

The keystroke convention seems reasonable, compared with a real-time definition of ticks. Not only is it cheaper (you avoid the cost of alarm-signal interrupt handlers), but keystrokes seem to be a more accurate measure of how much work the user is doing. While the user thinks about a passage of code without typing anything, real time is passing and a changing color might be unnecessarily intrusive. Timing through keystrokes provides some measure of assurance that moving color will be distanced from what the user is concentrating on. In addition, the use of keystrokes could easily be expanded to encompass all user events (such as mouse clicks).

The default speed is 1, which means that an object using a style that contains the attribute #yellow:red could initially have a yellow background, but after one tick (keystroke), the background will be changed to be a yellow-red ratio of 99:1. After 30 ticks, the ratio would be 50:50 (orange), and, after 100 ticks, the background would be entirely red and remain that way.

A color's motion may be postponed. Specifying the delay (again, an integer) part of the moving color attribute postpones adding the destination color into the mix until after the specified number of ticks. For example, the attribute #green:purple/10:20 means that text is originally displayed in green, and, after 20 ticks, purple is mixed in at the rate of 10 percent a tick.

Simplifying elision. When an editor is generated in the unmodified version of the generator, the middle mouse button has no function. The other two are used for location and selection and menu-based commands. To make elision of a selected area easier, we made the middle button act as the location and selection button adding the ability to switch unparsing strings for that area. When the user clicks on the middle button, whatever area is selected is given to the alternate unparsing-toggle command. Alternate
unparsing strings are used to hide error messages while keeping coloring intact. Thus, the user clicks on a colored area to display the error message.

**SAMPLE DISPLAYS**

Figures 1 through 8 are screen images from a Pascal editor that we generated using the modified version of the generator. The following style file defines the policy used in the editor that produced the figures.

fonts: times, helvetica; largest: times, bold; normal: times; keyword: *bold, blue; placeholder: italic, yellow; error A: #red/5.30; error C: #magenta/20; error msg: #red, italic; comment: helvetica.

This style uses graduated colors to distinguish categories of errors. Keywords are written in blue, while placeholders of unspecified parts of the syntax tree have a yellow background. Different background colors distinguish the two error types: undeclared variables (Error A) are displayed in red and type mismatches (Error C) are displayed in magenta. We describe more about this implementation elsewhere.

Figure 1 shows how normal, intrusive error reporting works within the editor. When both errors are detected, the full error message is immediately inserted as a comment. Figure 2 shows how the errors appear in the modified editor. Even multiple errors will not trigger a reporting mechanism, as Figure 3 shows.

Figure 4 shows the errors after a small amount of time. Our policy specifies that the color of type mismatches must change more quickly than the coloring of undeclared variables. Thus, the coloring of the type mismatch has started, but coloring for the undeclared variable has not, even though the undeclared variable was entered first. Error A's background moves faster and has the longer delay. Figures 5 and 6 show fully saturated instances of Error A. Error C has a slower changing background and shorter delay, as Figures 4 through 7...
show. A curious race occurs if two errors of types Error A and Error C are created at the same time. Which will get to full saturation first? Error C will get the jump because of Error A's longer delay. After 10 ticks, though, Error A starts up and takes it to full saturation after 50 ticks, when Error C is still at only 30-percent saturation.

After enough time passes, both error sections become fully colored, as Figure 5 shows. Using elision, the user could expose the exact nature of either error. Figure 6 shows the result of eliding the undefined symbol error. The elision of regions with errors and the resolution of those errors could be done in any order, at the discretion of the user. In Figure 7, the undefined symbol has been corrected and the type mismatch has been elided. When all apparent errors have been corrected, as in Figure 8, no colors indicating errors remain. Note that a semantic error still exists within the program in Figure 8; the variable startvalue is used before it is set. This is the result of less-than-adequate error detection within the editor. If an error cannot be detected, any form of reporting mechanism becomes useless.

Is noninvasive error reporting worth it? The answer depends on how useful you find it and how much effort is involved. Although our prototype is small and the resulting evidence is largely anecdotal, we believe it demonstrates the feasibility of pursuing such an approach either in larger, more widely used systems or in cognitive experiments that consider the effectiveness of using graduated color for error reporting.

We do not recommend any specific coloring policy—not even the one we used. Our purpose is merely to provide a way for system designers and interface experts to exploit and experiment with color in novel ways.
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Figure 7. Correction and elision.

Figure 8. All errors corrected.